Acquired by the Rangers in a trade with the Philadelphia Flyers on February 19, J-F Berube split the 2019-20 campaign with the Hartford Wolf Pack and Lehigh Valley Phantoms in the AHL. A fourth round draft choice of the Los Angeles Kings in 2009, Berube has appeared in 34 career NHL games over parts of three seasons with the New York Islanders and Chicago Blackhawks.

- He and his wife, Michelle, have a dog named Buddy
- Parents are Jean-Denis and Lorraine. Both are retired. Jean-Denis used to work in construction and Lorraine was a director at a bank. Has one brother, Olivier
- Carries a picture of his grandfather in his suit prior to every game
- His first job was picking berries in a farm field at the age of 13
- Grew up an avid fan of the Montreal Canadiens
- Enjoys golf

Hockey nicknames: Roobs, Ruby, Ruby Tuesday
Hockey idol: Patrick Roy
Greatest passion besides hockey: “Doing things outside with my dog.”
Superpower he’d most like to have: Ability to fly
Favorite superhero: Ironman
First jersey ever bought: LA Kings - no name
On his bucket list: Travel to Fiji
Gameshow he’d most like to compete on: The Price is Right
Position in another sport he’d most like to play: First baseman in baseball
Most listened to artist: Eric Church
Meal: Sushi
TV show: Narcos